Other Spiritual Warfare Matters
This document deals with matters not normally dealt with when discussing
deliverance but which have been proven through practice of them in deliverance
and spiritual warfare.
Going into the sol has proven useful when areas do not respond to the five steps.
The regulations are used to bind demons in areas of spiritual warfare and are useful
for geographic attacks on demons.
If your spiritual armour (your relationship with Jesus) is not in place then do not
warfare until it is unless Jesus tells you too.
It is assumed you have been through deliverance and know how to use the five
steps in spiritual warfare and deliverance.
The Soul as a place for deliverance and healing

The Five Levels of Deliverance
The act of deliverance is an attack on Satan’s world, control and will. Successful
deliverance is the result of a successful attack on Satan’s world and influence. All
Christians are called to do basic deliverance as they are at war with Satan and this is one of
their primary weapons in this war that takes parts of Satan’s kingdom (one of its citizens on
earth) and gives it to Jesus. Souls are the main prize in this war and deliverance removes
souls from the influence of Satan: Firstly from his kingdom, and secondly from the effects
of his kingdom.
The soul is the mane areas of Satan’s attack so if he loses this he loses the person. A
Person can be a Christian with a soul that has demons on it so that Satan can influence it
which is why we need to deliver it from Satan. The spirit of a Christian has The Holy
Spirit in it o that Satan can never have it unless the person rejects Jesus so that Satan must
concentrate on the soul which is the interface between the spirit and the world (our body is
the physical interface of this).

Introduction
We are told in Col 1:16 that there are four principle ranks of demons whom all the
lower ranks serve. We are told these four are the rulers whose plans we wrestle with
(Eph 6:10), the lower ranks serving the will of these rulers. We are also told in Col
1:16 that they were originally created by God. We are told elsewhere they rebelled
against God and were cast out The Kingdom of God.
Col 1:16 By him was everything created which is in Heaven and in The Earth: everything
that is seen and everything that is unseen, whether Thrones or Dominions or Principalities
or Rulers; everything has been created by his hand and in him.
At Calvary, Jesus defeated these demonic leaders and publicly humiliated them to
their spiritual brethren (the other angels created and who did not rebel) when these

demons were created). (Col 2:15). Jesus now rules the Satan and his demons from
His Throne in heaven (1 Pet. 3:22).
One day all will bow before God and give an account of what they did (Dan 7:9)
including demonic authority and the demons they control.
It does not matter what demonic rank you face: Thrones, dominions, principalities or
powers, all were defeated by Jesus at Calvary and all must obey when commanded to do so
in Jesus’ Name, for the purposes of The Kingdom. It is only when you command in
accordance with The Will of Jesus that you are able to express the authority delegated to
you.

God will use His Body to show the greatness of His plans for creation, showing to
the demons how wrong they were to reject Cod and His purposes for them (Eph
3:10)!
God originally created demons as angels. They rebelled under their leader, Satan,
and became the enemies of God. Because they are created beings, God sustains
them and gives them the ability to do what they do. He does not do this because He
condones what they do but in accordance with His principles. He is sustaining all
life (good or evil) until the Great White Throne Judgment when final judgment and
punishment is made on all who have ever lived.
How do demons perform apparent miracles or guide us to reject God and this
principle (sin)?.
As our faith expressed through our prayers of ‘belief in what God can do, or through our
delegated authority against Satan, appear to release God’s power and authority, so our lack
of faith or trust in God or our acceptance of what Satan offers appears to allow Satan to do
things to release his apparent miracles and power. (authority)

God will not go against our free will, neither can Satan, which is why our consent,
either spoken or implied by our attitude, seems to be necessary before God or Satan
can do anything to or for us! I am talking here about things we have a choice in
and not things we do not know about, that are necessary for The Kingdom of God
and which must be done for the purposes of The Kingdom of God.
This is why Satan must have us accept what he desires us too before he is able to
control us in some way.
Even though Satan is an escaped prisoner and has no rights the fact we accept what
he offers still allows him to do things to or for us!
God and Satan both watch us to see what we will allow them to do to us or for us!
What they can do in our life is up to us! Sin occurs because we accept what Satan
suggests to us! The prayer of faith and the command to cast out Satan or to do
miracles, allows God to work in your life. Fear of God and lack of trust in His love,
or lusting after what Satan has offered you that allows Satan to work in your life!

The Holy Spirit guides us to accept what God wants to give us or do for Him. He
does not force us to accept this. Satan has to deceive us to accept what he wants us
to accept or do.
For us to sin, Satan has to persuade us to accept his way of thinking. If we refuse to
accept what he places in our mind and cast them to the throne of Grace the moment
they are placed in it we will not knowingly sin (2 Cor 10:5). Holiness is a continual
rejection of what Satan desires you to do!
Because, if we are to sin, we must reject what The Holy Spirit desires us to
understand or do for God and accept what Satan offers we have no one to blame but
our self if we end up in hell with Satan as our ruler!
Hell
God is love and has done all He can for people to be saved and not go to hell.
People are in hell by their own choice because they rejected all God did to try and
stop them going there. It is not a good place to be in.
Satan was cast out and given rulership of hell so has complete authority over all that
happens there. Jesus will not usurp Satan’s authority He has given him over hell so cannot
help anyone who is in there.
God is not responsible for what happens there as He is not its ruler. He has given the
stewardship to Satan to rule. It is Satan’s dominion and he is lord of it and it is his base of
operations. (Hell has been proven to be inside the earth).

Those in hell are there because they resisted the prompting of God (The Holy
Spirit) and embraced what Satan offered them so when they die they go to where he
rules and are rewarded in the only way Satan knows how: Torment, hatred and
lovelessness. Whose king you serve when you die is the king whose kingdom you
end up in.
Satan is the lord of hell and can do anything he wants to his subjects (the people in hell)
and God will not do anything to stop him as Satan is legally lord of hell and God will not
go against Satan’s free will and the mandate God has given him to rule hell. Satan hates
people so you can imagine what he does to them.

God cannot punish Satan for what he does in hell as Satan is lord of it and the laws
of God do not apply to hell so Satan gets to say what happens there without the
interference of God
Outside of hell Satan can be attacked as those areas belongs to Jesus and Satan has
no legal right to be there, neither does any demon under his command.
The punishments in hell are not designed by God. Hell was designed by God as a
prison for demons and not a place of torture. God does not torment people but Satan
does! Satan has no concept of love or mercy only lovelessness and hatred so his
reward for all who follow him are the torments of hell.

People end up in hell because they reject the redemption and salvation Jesus offers,
preferring the pleasures that Satan offers instead. So Satan is their ruler and when
they die they go to his true spiritual kingdom and are rewarded with hell and his
tortures.
Whose king you serve when you die is the one whose kingdom you go to when you
die which is why you must immediately repent of any sin because you are in
rebellion to Jesus if you do not and will go to hell. Thee are many Christians in
hell who would not repent of a sin which meant they wee following Satan in some
way so were not able to enter heaven when they died.
Our delegation to defeat demons (Mark 16:17)
Modern Bibles remove this delegation as they imply it is not in the original writings
of scripture. This means you cannot do spiritual warfare or use the delegation of
Jesus if you believe modern Bibles are more accurate than the Bibles that have this
passage in. This is a lie as the delegation was originally in The codex Vaticanus
and Codex Sinaiticus before they were published but were removed when these
codices wee published.
This delegation is found in Mark (16:17. Casting out demons is at the top of the list
of signs that Jesus said would be done by those who truly believed in who He was
as it is so important to be free from demons to effectively live the Christian life. In
fact He used this and healing ay the beginning of His Ministry to prove He was Th
Messiah and that The Kingdom of God had come to them.
Churches not casting ut demons and healing people do not demonstrate that The
Kingdom and Jesus are real.
In a sense this sign shows you are of the Kingdom of God as only then will you
have the authority to cast out Satan. Demons can heal but they cannot cast out
other demons as they are on the same side in this war. They remove them from one
person and place hem n another, So when a Satanist invades a deliverance ministry
they are absorbing the demons that are supposedly casting out and adding them to
their pile of demons in them. The Christian has some deliverance but only because
the Satanist wants more demons for them self.
The early church use to put people through deliverance before baptising and
admitting them to church membership.
The Kingdom of God comes forcefully through the removal of the opposition of
Satan and his demons and the only weapons we have to do this is the delegated
authority of Jesus. It is also one of the few ways people can see the reality of The
kingdom of God and its ruler, Jesus!
You wonder about the integrity of modern bibles that remove the two proofs Jesus
and The Kingdom of God are ral and claim they are the best translation we can

have. This purposeful remove alone shows Satan is behind modern translations
having the removal of the only real weapon we have against him in the spiritual
battle we are in with him.
We are not given The Holy Spirit partially when we are marked by Him as
belonging to Jesus, neither are we given partial delegation over Satan and his
demons. The delegation is complete, over every demon, or it would be useless for
the battle. Satan is defeated and the delegated authority of Jesus is an expression of
this victory over him so he has to obey it!
The Battle – a strategy.
The strategy of God is to fight the demonic leaders and their plans (Eph. 6:10).
If you fight the lower ranks they are just replaced when cast out but remove the
leaders then there is no one to plan the attack, or to order replacements or direct the
attacks of the lower ranks of demons until Satan replaces them!
What can you do to demons who escape from their prison (hell)
The Geneva Convention does not apply to escaped demons so many things can be
done as long as it is in accordance with the guidelines of Jesus in Gal 6:7-8, (that a
person reaps what they sow). Jesus is their judge and has the final say in their
punishments. If he wants to punish them for anything else it is up to Him. So place
on them whatever they did to the person they attacked and whatever Jesus says you
can do to them after first sending them to Jesus as part of he casting out..
Because they are escaped demons they can be commanded in Jesus’ Name to leave a
person and go back to Jesus to be judged. It does not matter where they are, what they are
doing or what rights they say they have. They have escaped from prison and are being sent
back to Jesus and to be punished for that alone.
With a Christian you ask the Holy Spirit to replace the demons that have gone. With a nonChristian you should not cast out the demons but bind them from doing anything in the
person because the Holy Spirit cannot come into the person’s spirit so that the demons
cannot inhabit it again which means seven more worse demons and the original one come
back into the person and their state is worse than befoe the original demon was cast out..
I have seen this happen in a botched deliverance whee The Holy Spirit was not asked to fill
the person’s soul so demons cannot come back in.

How are they punished?
They can have done to them what they did to anyone they have hurt (Gal 6:7-8). A
principle of The Old Testament is that a thief replaces seven times what they stole.
When demons attack they steal something from a person so can be commanded to
suffer times the equivalent of what the person suffers as a result of their attack.
This punishment can be commanded to continue until they are thrown into The
Lake of fire. Those who planned what they did, gave permission for it to occur or

are doing or going to do what was planned as well as any demon who has helped or
encouraged them in any way to attack the person, can also be sent to The Throne of
Judgment to be punished. They are accomplices in the crimes of the demons
involved and can be punished for that.
We can decree any punishment we like but we really should ask Jesus what to do
and often Jesus will allow what we wanted to do but He has the right to decree what
the punishment is as He is The Judge, which is why we need to send them to The
Throne of Judgment to be judged and have the punishment we declared confirmed
or a new one decreed by Jesus.
Always send demons to The Throne of Judgment to get punished. We have
delegated authority to cast them out but punishment really is the right of Jesus.
Decree what you want then leave it to Jesus to carry out what He desires to do to
them.
Note: Demons cannot enter heaven and come before the throne in it as they are
defiled so God has made a place outside of heaven where they can face Him and
Satan can discuss things with Jesus.
In Conclusion to this section
Satan was defeated at Cavalry and when commanded to go in the Name of Jesus He
must go. He has no option. If he is stubborn Just ask The Lord Jesus to carry out
His delegated authority.
War in the soul
I have done what follows for years. You need a good prophetess who can see into
the spirit world and the consent of the person unless you have spiritual authority
over them (such a a parent over a child).
Sometimes demons are hidden and are not removed as they have not been found out. This
is why there are still problems with an area of sin after deliverance as these hidden demons
still attack the person. Usually they are hidden in blocked off part of the memory that the
person cannot face caused by a traumatic event or shock. This is when you ask The Holy
Spirit to take you into their soul (with the person’s permission) and look for these demons.

The soul is a real place, the house of a person. Demons can live in it so it can be
visited. Because it exists physically in a different dimension, which means you
need to go there under the empowerment of The holy Spirit and seek out any
demons that are still there.
This sounds very new age, but it is not. Satan can only copy and He took these
things from God, perverted them and used them for the new age so what we are
doing is rediscovering what was there in the beginning.

Remember, go in guided by The Holy Spirit, (with the permission of the person), ,
unlike new age people who are guided by demons and do so whether the person
desires it or not.
You will often see Jesus there to help you with things so you can bear to deal with
them so look for Him when things are getting stressful. There is always a throne
room in the soul you can look for and see if Jesus is on the throne or standing
beside it. He can also help you if you ask Him.
The Holy Spirit is there to guide you in everything which is why you need to walk
with one ear always listening to Him in all things, especially when you do this..
Everything in the soul has a reason for being there so always try and find why
something is in there. At times I have found that this to be the only way to go into
deep deliverance and at times this is the only way we have been able to see what
the problem is so the person can have deliverance.
Ask The Holy Spirit to reveal all the demons in that soul as they can take the form
of furniture ot black dots or anything else they want too.
The Soul as a place for deliverance and healing
What follows is the result of years of ministry to prophetesses who told me what
happened when they went into the soul and what they found there.
Heb 4:12 says: For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two
edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and
marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.
1 Thes 5:23 states: And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your
whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
You can see that we all have a separate spirit, soul and body so that they occupy
time, volume and space. Heb 4:12 says that they are divisible into separate entities.
This means they have their own form. The spirit is in the soul which is in the body.
(The spirit and soul weigh about 4 ounces (125 grams having been weighed on the
death of a person.).
Mat 12:43 When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places,
seeking rest, and findeth none.
Mat 12:44 Then he saith, I will return into my house from whence I came out; and when
he is come, he findeth it empty, swept, and garnished.
Mat 12:45 Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven other spirits more wicked than
himself, and they enter in and dwell there: and the last state of that man is worse than the
first. Even so shall it be also unto this wicked generation.

Jesus called the soul a house and it can be seen that it is a real place in the spiritual
realm you can go into. I do not understand it and maybe it is a way this is
communicated so we can relate to it.
Demons inhabit the soul and as the soul has the same shape of the body they can
use the soul to access the body and attack any part of it. In the soul sometimes will
be seen the spirit man which is your spirit in which the Holy Spirit’s presence is.
He will guide you to fight the enemy in the soul.
We go into this house guided by The Holy Spirit and can find these demons and
remove them. This is how Jesus showed me to deal with situations when we cannot
understand why deliverance is not occurring.
Your spirit is protected as The Holy Spirit’s presence is in it so demons cannot enter
it or use it. They complain bitterly about this. The soul is the meeting ground of
spirit and flesh and that is where demons affect your body and try to filter what you
hear or say. That is why you must use your will to overcome the flesh so it does not
take control of your soul.
Multiple Personality Disorder and dissociative mental illness is because demons in
the soul pretend to be a different person in you so you think you are thinking the
thoughts you do not want to think.
The Holy Spirit can take you to parts of the soul or where the body is damaged so
you can see what the real damage is and you can also see like on a billboard the
cause or type of hurt or sin inscribed there that is the access that allows the demons
to damage the soul. There will often be fine print that gives you more information
about what to do.
In the ‘throne room’ you will see Jesus and if He is not sitting on the throne He is
not Lord of your life. The Holy Spirit is there also. The may be a room called
‘sickness’ if you cannot get healing and in it will be any obstacles to healing or the
reasons God is not healing you yet. You may see small black circles which are
demons hiding.
Using the delegated Authority of Jesus He has given you, you may need to remove
demons blocking you seeing these things. The Five Steps are the best way to do
this.
I have used this technique many times, when demons blocked people consciously
hearing from The Holy Spirit from showing or telling you, for the cause of as well
as problems or illness or reason for healing not occurring. Often a billboard or
demon is seen at the site of the pain or hurt. On it is usually fine print that will
guide you in removing it.
The Five steps are always used to remove these problems from the soul and obtain
healing.

This is not new age. It is something God made that Satan hijacked for the new age.
Remember that Satan is a copier and not an innovator of spiritual things. He has
copied how God works and the spiritual gifts and uses them while most of the
western church ignores them.
Satan copies God’s ways and perverts them to his own purpose.
So how do you use the soul in deliverance and healing?
First you obtain permission from the person whose soul you wish to enter.
You ask the Holy Spirit to take you where you need to go and show you what you
need to know to deal with the problem the person has.
Using the Five Steps give the whole exercise to Jesus to be Lord of and Ask The Holy
Spirit to guide you as you do this.
Go to the soul and look at its door and see if a demon is blocking entry.
Then go to the throne room and see I Jesus is on the throne. You can ask Him for any help
you need and He will direct you.
Look around for any demons or black things such as small circles and deal with them
because they are demons or their workings in the soul.
Then ask The Holy Spirit to guide you in ferreting out any hidden demons or memory
blocked off in hidden rooms by demons.
If you have asked The Holy Spirit why you have an illness or a problem with
deliverance in an area and you can not seem to find the root cause and you still
cannot hear The Holy Spirit after binding in Jesus’ Name any demons hindering
your hearing, ask the Holy Spirit to take you into the soul to the part of the body
that is hurting or to where the area is that needs dealing with to see what you need
to do to free that person from the sin or attitude.
When you see the hurt part of the body or the cause hindering deliverance go to it
and look for a room or writing that will tell you why it is able to be hurt or bound
by Satan. Do not forget to look at the fine print as well which will further
guidelines as well.
There are hidden rooms with demons in where they have blocked off memories and
are hiding behind these. These are used for MPD and similar ‘illnesses’.
Ask The Holy Spirit to show you these and take you to them. Then look for a sign
on the wall that tells what is hiding in there and for the fine print that will tell you
what to do about it.
Ask to be shown any cluttered rooms and if it is dark turn on the light and see what
is in there. You will be amazed what objects are in these rooms. All are used by
The Holy Spirit to help you free a person.

There are other rooms the Holy Spirit will tell you about when you need to know of
them.
There is also a secret garden where the person can go and sit with Jesus and talk to
Him on the bench provided amongst the trees in the garden.
Most of my 10 years deliverance ministry in Internet chat rooms were to prophetess
and they told me many things about what is in the soul and what they saw.
Anything black is to do with a demon and be careful not to miss the very small
black dots hiding. Ask The Spirit to show you them.
So this is all based on successful practical deliverance experience over many years.
Remember to determine the root cause of the illness or bondage and not just
necessarily what is written there.
If you cannot see anything after binding the demons In Jesus Name from preventing
you seeing things then ask why and go to someone who help you find out why or
go into your own throne room and ask Jesus why.
Remember: this is God's method and must be guided by The Holy Spirit. Satan has
perverted it for his purposes and is not a new age method applied to God’s work.
There are other things Satanist's use that were originally God's and which the
church has forgotten, perhaps when these are rediscovered and taught as God
originally intended them to be used the church will fight Satan in a way it has never
done before.
Your pathway of life
God will show you the path He has for you if you ask Him. It is very narrow. He
will show you what you need to know about what is ahead and at times Jesus will
be seen encouraging you. So you ask The Spirit to show you this and if you are
meant to see it at that time He will show you it.
You can ask Jesus how He sees you and do not be surprised at what is shown to you
as He will show you how He sees you in heaven at that time.
Entering the soul for the first time
Ask The Holy Spirit if you are to enter it.
If He says No! ask why.
If He says Yes! Then ask Him to show you the outside of it in case there is anything
on it you need to deal with.
Ask Him then to take you to the throne room to see if Jesus is on The Throne.
If He is not, ask why and then do what you need to allow Him to sit there.

It may as simple as giving it to Him to sit on. Or it may require a Lordship
decision.
After that talk to Him to see if He desires to tell you anything.
Then ask The Spirit to show you any thing in the soul you need to deal; with.
The Second time and later.
Ask The Holy Spirit if you are to enter it.
If He says No! ask why.
If Yes! Ask The Spirit to show you any thing in the soul you need to deal; with.
Until you try it do not reject as I and others have proven this experience in practice.
Bible Authority for the Regulations
In Luke 9:1 Jesus gave His followers authority over all demons for the purposes of
removing them from the people of the Kingdom or hindering the work of The
Kingdom. Jesus came to destroy the work of Satan and passed that responsibility
onto us (Mark 16:17, 1 Jn. 3:8).
Luk 9:1 And Yeshua called the twelve and he gave power to them and authority over all
demons and diseases to heal the sick.
Luk 9:2 And he sent them to preach the Kingdom of God and to heal the sick.
They are not given to show we are spiritual but to do the work of The Kingdom
which means every Christian should be able to do these things.
The regulations are based on the binding and loosing Jesus spoke about:
Mat 16: 19 And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever
thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
earth shall be loosed in heaven.
Jesus gave His followers the task of destroying the work of Satan. Deliverance of
people does it in a person. The regulations attack Satan on a global scale. They
hinder Satan’s working and as they are in heaven they do not need to be repeated
each time we need to attack him. All you need to do is to declare in Jesus’ Name
that the regulations in heaven be enforced on every devil and they all are enforced.
As they are written in heaven they are enforced by Jesus and do not need us to do
anything but by declaring them we show our faith in them and Jesus honours this.
We are guided by The Holy Spirit to make the regulations God desires us to make
against the work of demons on earth . This means they are part of The Will of God
for Satan, his kingdom and his works. When the regulations are enforced demons
have to do what the regulation says. This is because they are captives and have no
rights so can be dealt with summarily.

The Holy Spirit will show you what regulations to make to be recorded in the
annals (legal records) of The Kingdom of God.
Anyone can make a regulation if The Holy Spirit tells you too. Unless the
regulation is mandated by God it will be ineffective as it is not His Will.
When you command one demon to go only one demon goes. When you make a
regulation then every demon outside of hell or other designated holding places
affected by that regulation has to go.
When attacked, see if you need deliverance and if God wants you to make a
regulation in regard to the type of attack.
The format for a regulation is something like:
In Jesus Name I command a regulation to be written in the Annals of heaven for all
time that any demon that... here list what you do not want them to do... who
when they break the regulation are to go to The Throne of Judgment and be judged,
and be dealt with by Jesus. (command any punishment you are to command on
them as well)
Going into the soul requires a seer but the regulations only require you to be able to
hear The Holy Spirit when He desires a regulation made.
Satan taught the current church deliverance methods to slow it down, make it seem
extremely difficult requiring years of learning but you can see how simple it is from
the deliverance method using the framework of The Five Steps which Jesus taught
me (see my deliverance primer).
Regulations in detail
Our Authority
Mark 16:17 Delegated to us by Jesus

What is bound on earth is bound in heaven Mat 4:18)
The way to defeat Satan is to attack him and punish him personally
He does not care what you do to his demons or possession
He will even lie to them so they will attack even though he knows they will be punished under the
regulations.

Satan does not care about anyone but himself and will only be affected if he is punished directly. Thi
is why you always command the demon, demons that helped them in any way, the demonic prince
over them and Satan all to suffer the punishment that the demon is to suffer.
Satan is a Prisoner
Captivity led Captive by Jesus Eph 4:8
Paraded in procession before all before all in heaven and earth (Col 2:15) by Jesus

Satan’s ‘legal rights’

Satan is a prisoner so has no legal rights of any kind
He escapes from prison to roam the earth
For this you can send him and his demons back to prison
Send him to The Throne of Judgment to be punished for escaping and he has to go
regardless of what else he is doing on earth.
Has no rights on earth as he is a prisoner
It does not matter what people desire of him he can be sent to The Throne of
Judgment for escaping from prison
He has no legal right to attack the citizens of The Kingdom of God
Has no legal right to roam the earth or attack anyone
Has no right to be out of prison
And can be punished for this alone
Punished for escaping for prison
Punished for whatever he did while escaped
Satan and his demons are punished separately for each offence and the punishments
mandated are not combined into one punishment for of them to be served simultaneously.
Jesus is to tell you what their punishment is or if He is to determine it at The Throne of
Judgment. I usually send them to Him unless they have done something really vindictive to
a person.
It does not matter what a person wants from Satan
You are sending Satan to The Throne of Judgment for escaping from His prison and for
that He has to go there regardless of what else he is doing or supposed rights he has.
Can a demon be sent to the lake of fire?
The Bible requires two witnesses to condemn a person. A demon has the first
witness when they rebelled against Jesus. The Second witness is their work against
The Kingdom of God. So when they are sent to the throne of judgment they have
the two witnesses needed to pass sentence.
Their punishment is the lake of fire so after they go to The Throne Of Judgment they can be
sent to the lake of fire, in Jesus’ Name, and told to jump in.

It is to be noted that demons are not mentioned at the Great White Throne judgment
when sentence is passed on humanity. They are in the lake of fire, their judgment
having occurred earlier.

There is no mention of when they are sent there but I believe sentence can be
passed anytime after they are sent to the throne of Judgment and people have seen
the demons in the lake of fire after they have been sent there.
Demons are not under Grace. They reject Jesus and His Lordship, break His Law
of Love and escape from their prison to wreak as much havoc as they can against
The Kingdom of God and His people. For this they are sent to The Throne of
Judgment. This is the second witness against them (the first being their original
rebellion) so the sentence on them can be carried out on them, which is for them to
be cast into the Lake of Fire.
The lake of fire is the sentence Jesus has passed on them and not the abyss so it is
more proper to send them there. Besides big demons can climb out of the abyss so
sending them there is only a temporary solution.
Demons cause people to die and the punishment for this is death so that it is
appropriate to send demons to the Lake of Fire.
The regulations are recorded in heaven
The regulations do not need the person who made them to enforce them
Anyone can command their enforcement as they are written down in heaven and authorised
by Jesus
They do not rely on being restated all the time
Written down for all time
Commanded in the authority of Jesus alone
They are there for demons to see so that they are without excuse if they do not obey
them
What can you regulate?
Against anything that is against the Will of God
Against anything that opposes The Kingdom of God
Whatever The Holy Spirit tells you to regulate
Parts of a regulation
Commanded in Jesus Name
To be recorded in the Annals (records) of Heaven
For all time (from beginning of creation to the end of time
State what demons are not to do
Ask the spirit what to bind

The regulation then will be according the Will of God
You know then it will be enforced
Because God is the one who has told you what to regulate
Ask Him how to punish them so yonu kow it is the punishment Jesus
desires them to have.
Command anything against The Will of God to be stopped in Jesus’ Name
Command punishment if they disobey the regulation made
State time period of enforcement for any specific punishment and condition
for it to end, e.g.:
Until they stop deceiving a person and the person is back where God wants
them to be
Until a thing is restored as God wants it restored at no expense to the
person
Send them to The Throne of Judgment either
When they finish what is commanded of them or
When they transgress a regulation
Remember Satan and Princes over the demons are to be punished as the demons are
punished
They are their leaders
They are accountable for what the lower demons do
How to command the regulations be enforced
In Jesus’ Name
Command the regulations that are recorded in the annals (historical records)
of The Kingdom of God
Be enforced on every Demon
On any demons in any way associated with the activity being commanded
against
On Satan
On Satan’s infrastructure
On Satan’s is kingdom
On any demonic prince over any of the demons involved
On any territorial spirit involved in any way

To the Glory, Honour and Praise of God who alone is worthy of all glory, honour
and power (Rev 4:11) and of enforcing the regulations, consolidating the gains and
preserving them.
Remember that you only have to from it once. After that it is just enforcing it.
A shorter form is as follows:
In Jesus’ Name I command the regulations in the annals of The Kingdom of God be enforced on all
devils.

At the end of both add:
To The Glory of God whom alone is worthy of all authority, praise, worship and Glory.
Amen.
Demons can be punished for breaking the regulations
Satan and the demonic princes as head of demons can be punished for what
demons below them do
Jesus determines punishment at the Throne of Judgment but will often punish
as you command
The Kingdom of God is pure holy and demons are defiled so cannot enter
it
The Throne of Judgment is a special place outside The Kingdom of God
for demons to go to and meet God
As part of their punishment command that they are afflicted seven times
worse by what they afflict people with (and that includes Satan and his
princes)
Also you can command that the demons, Satan and their princes lose seven
times what they cause a person to lose whether it is restored or not beginning
with their most important things at that moment
When they do something to a Christian it means the Christian usually loses
something (not necessarily a physical thing). So you can command Satan
to lose seven times the equivalent value of what was stolen from the
Christian and forbid it to be replaced or substituted for in any way.
This is in accordance with Gal 6:7-8: and with the fact a thief has to pay
back seven times what they stole.
You can command a punishment but leave it to Jesus to determine their
punishment and carry out.
Usually He does what you command
All punishment must be in accordance with His Will

He will often suggest a punishment
Do not show mercy to demons as Jesus does not show them mercy
Commanding the regulations to be enforced
Enforces all regulations ever made not just yours
Command their enforcement whenever attacked by Satan as well as five
steps if any deliverance needed
The worst thing you can do to a demon is to humiliate them so the following are
very effective deterrents:
Remover their
Rank
Privileges
Position
Honours
Command them to serve with the lowest ranking demons
The regulations are used to affect every demon
Hell and Tartarous (their prison) are excluded from the effects of the
regulations
The regulations do not affect one demon or an individual area as the five
steps do
Deliverance removes demons from people
Regulations remove demons from the world
The regulations are to hinder, bind and destroy the works of Satan on the Kingdom
of God and the people on the earth
Repenting for the sins of the Fathers.
Some say you have to repent for the evil your forebears did or at least apologise to others
for their actions.
The Bible says that children are not to be punished for the sins of their forebears as they
were not responsible for them. However, once you acknowledge error was done by your
ancestors then you must do what The Holy Spirit says to do about it.
You shoulder not be manipulated by false guilt, shame or condemnation (tools of Satan)
send the demon placing these on you to Jesus asksing The Holy Spirit to replace them.
Geographic Mapping

This technique collates the types of sin prevalent in a geographic area and attacks these
demons.
There are two problems with this approach
1. It only deals with one type of demonic family as it does not attack all the demons in the
area
2. It attacks the current demons and not the ones who originally became active
This is why demons, at times, do not appear not to go. They are replaced by others building
on what the original demons did and which has not been removed as they have not been
cast out of the area.
You need to find the root cause of the demonic infestation, remove it and command all they
did as well as all the consequences (demons and damage) that resulted from their actions to
go to The Throne of Judgment. (The last three steps of the five steps does this).
Ask The Holy Spirit to replace them where possible.
Demons have to go when commanded to do so regardless whatever rights they say they
have from people accepting what they offer them.
You are not dealing with people but the rulers over the area so do not need to be concerned
about casting demons out of non Christians.
An example:
People pray against abortion, but that is an end result.
A woman has an emotional hurt and feels unloved.
She has sex as it makes her feel loved.
She becomes pregnant and cannot handle it or is ashamed so has an abortion.
You see there are many more levels of demons to deal with than just the ones of abortion.
Where possible you need to always find the original demons and deal with them and all
that has flowed from their entry into a person.
Do you need to know the names of demons?
No! All you need to do is give the whole area of evil or weakness to Jesus to be Lord of
and the demons need to leave that area when commanded to do so in Jesus’ Name.
You have two choices:
1. Use a regulation to deal with the demon or
2. Command al thel demons to go to The Throne Room of Judgment for escaping from
their prison.
Make sure you command heating and restoration on all the damage they did in Jesus’ Name
and ask The Holy Spirit to take the place of the demons that have gone and claim the land,
that the demons have been removed from, for Jesus to be Lord of!
Conclusion

The battle is yours to fight and Jesus has asked you to fight it. If you Love Him and
believe in who He is you will fight this battle. Otherwise you will be spectator and
possibly not have salvation because you are not doing what He has asked you to do.

